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ABSTRACT
When talking about products, people often express their needs in
vague terms with vocabulary that does not necessarily overlap with
product descriptions written by retailers. This poses a problem for
chatbots in online shops, as the vagueness and vocabularymismatch
can lead to misunderstandings. In human-human communication,
people intuitively build a common understanding throughout a
conversation, e.g., via feedback loops. To inform the design of con-
versational product search systems, we investigated the effect of
different feedback behaviors on users’ perception of a chatbot’s
competence and conversational engagement. Our results show that
rephrasing the user’s input to express what was understood in-
creases conversational engagement and gives the impression of
a competent chatbot. Using a generic feedback acknowledgment
(e.g., “right” or “okay”), however, does not increase engagement or
perceived competence. Auto-feedback for conversational product
search systems therefore needs to be designed with care.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many people search for and buy products online. Online retailers
offer a vast choice of products that customers can search through.
However, while some searchers know exactly what they are look-
ing for, others do not have a specific product in mind [22]. Some
users have vague needs that are refined throughout the search [15].
Even if users know what they want, they often express their needs
in vague, natural language [20] and use a different vocabulary
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than the product descriptions in the online shop [13]. Therefore,
conversations in product search have a high risk of leading to mis-
understandings.

In human-human conversations, conversation partners engage
in grounding to mutually communicate their understanding of what
was said [5, 16], leading to a common understanding and fewer
misunderstandings. Such behavior can also be observed in sales
dialogues: Experts often reflect their understanding by repeating
what was said or communicating that they understood the customer
with feedback such as “mhm” or “okay” [18].

Dialogue systems can be equipped with such feedback behav-
ior. For example, repetition, summarization, and paraphrasing are
means to expresswhatwas understood [1, 25]. Sophisticated ground-
ing behavior that makes transparent what the system has under-
stood from the user’s input has been shown to increase conversa-
tional engagement in movie recommender systems [9].

However, it remains unclear how dialogue systems in product
search can profit from auto-feedback, even though it is essential that
the system correctly understands the user’s needs. Therefore, we
set out to explore how users perceive a product search chatbot that
communicates its understanding via auto-feedback. Engaging in
grounding and disclosing its inner state could make users perceive
the conversation richer andmore engaging. Another aspect could be
that users are reassured that the chatbot is able to correctly process
their input, which might increase the perceived competence of the
dialogue system.

We conducted a user study to compare three chatbot behaviors
with varying levels of feedback on the chatbot’s understanding of
prior user input. Participants were confronted with pre-recorded
chatbot dialogues and reported their preception of the systems. In
our study, simply acknowledging the user input with a generic
message such as “right” or “okay” did not increase the perceived
competence or conversational engagement. However, our findings
show that a chatbot that discloses what it understood from the
user’s input is perceived as more competent and conversationally
engaged than chatbots that do not engage in grounding behavior.
With this study, we contribute empirical findings to inform the
design of product search dialogue systems:When being employed in
a use case with an increased need for grounding, such as customer-
expert settings in e-commerce, chatbots should inform users about
what information they extracted from the user’s input rather than
displaying a generic confirmation.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Conversations are not just an exchange of information about the
subject under discussion. Dialogue partners also communicatemeta-
information about the conversation, such as whether one under-
stood what was said. To achieve a common understanding, partici-
pants of a conversation – human or computer – need to “coordinate
their distinct knowledge states” [2], i.e., find a common ground.
Grounding is an incremental and iterative feedback process [2].
With higher costs of failure, the steps between the feedback be-
come smaller [2]. For example, if a personwants to buy an expensive
product, it is important that the salesperson understands what the
person wants. Petukhova and Manzoor [21] distinguish six levels of
communicating understanding, e.g., recognition (nodding, “mhm”),
interpretation (repeating and rephrasing), or evaluation (relating
the understood information to one’s own ideas and feelings). Fo-
cusing on individual acts within a conversation, Bunt [3] describes
two types of feedback in a dialogue that express understanding of
processing: “auto-feedback” that concerns the beliefs about one’s
own information processing, and “allo-feedback” which relates to
beliefs about the other’s processing of information. As such, auto-
and allo-feedback types are part of grounding in dialogues, i.e., the
act of building a common understanding [5, 16]. Dialogue systems
need to incorporate these types of feedback for effective communi-
cation [3].

GoDiS [12] is such a dialogue system that takes a rudimentary
approach to grounding – if the user does not correct the system, it
means that the system correctly understood the user. Inmedical con-
sulting, dialogue systems have been equipped with grounding skills
to encourage users’ self-disclosure and increase comfort [1, 25], e.g.,
summarizing or repeating what was understood. For a movie recom-
mender, Grimes et al. [9] found that reflecting what was understood
leads to higher conversational engagement compared to a system
that only acknowledges user input. Besides usage of auto-feedback,
Frummet et al. [8] also observed re-assurance behavior via repeti-
tions in conversational search for cooking. Standardized protocols
that include meta-information exchange for dialogue systems are
scarce. Kiesel et al. [10] therefore proposed a framework for in-
corporating meta-information like auto-feedback into dialogues of
conversational search.

In product search interactions, there is a great potential for
grounding. On the one hand, people do not always have a clear
vision of what they are searching for and use vague terms when
talking about products [20]. Vagueness and technical terms still
pose a problem to conversational agents [4], as the interpretation of
vague expressions varies from person to person [17]. Grounding can
help search systems in those cases to disambiguate user needs [24].
On the other hand, different people use different vocabulary. In
online shopping, for example, customers use a different vocabulary
than retailers, but also retailers among themselves do not have
a consistent vocabulary [13]. In human-human conversations, re-
solving such vocabulary mismatches are part of grounding [2]. By
observing product search dialogues between experts and customers,
Papenmeier et al. [18] found that especially experts make use of
auto-feedback such as “mhm”, “okay”, or literal repetitions.

3 METHOD
This study set out to assess how auto-feedback influences users’
perception of a chatbot in product search. Auto-feedback can be
expressed in form of a generic acknowledgement, e.g., “mhm” or
“okay”, or be an informative statement, e.g., repetition, summariza-
tion, or paraphrase [1, 9, 18, 21, 25]. In product search, experts often
use repetitions and acknowledgments toward customers [18]. We
compared the following three behaviors:

NONE: The system does not react to the user’s input (see Fig-
ure 1a).
ACK : The system acknowledges that it has understood the
user’s input with a generic feedback of understanding such as
“Right” or “Okay” (see Figure 1b).
PARA: The system communicates what it has understood from
the user’s input with an informative feedback of understanding
by paraphrasing (see Figure 1c).
We employed a quantitative research approach to understand

the effect of auto-feedback in product search conversations. The
study uses a within-subject design with pairwise comparison of
auto-feedback behaviors, i.e., comparing NONE to ACK, NONE to
PARA, and ACK to PARA. That is, each participant assessed two
behaviors to reduce the mental load and complexity for participants
and avoid fatigue effects when being confronted with very similar
dialogues. Participants saw the behaviors in randomized order to
counteract order effects.

The user study received ethical clearance from the first author’s
institute’s ethics committee.

3.1 Use Case and Scenario
To investigate auto-feedback in product search, we chose laptop
search as users have vague needs in this product category (see [20])
that raise the need for grounding. Moreover, we expected a vocabu-
lary mismatch for technical terms between customers and retailers
in this product category. Users might be unsure if their input is
correctly phrased and would profit from grounding.

We generated three product search dialogues with chatbots that
showNONE,ACK, or PARA behavior as a reaction to user input. The
dialogues included a welcoming message, five questions on desired
laptop attributes (see Figure 1 for excerpts), and a final message
saying that the chatbot will now search for suitable laptops. The
user inputs in the dialogues were generated by a native English
speaker from the UK who was unfamiliar with the research project.

In the user study, we introduced the dialogues with a scenario
describing the dialogue context: “Imagine your friend’s laptop broke
down. You observe how your friend searches for a new laptop on the
internet. Your friend tests two different websites that offer a dialogue
system to search for a new laptop.” The scenario introduced the
search as done by a third party (the friend), allowing us to use
screenshots of a dialogue instead of an interactive system.

3.2 Study Procedure
Respondents completed the user study online, on their own devices.
Participation was restricted to computers and laptops to ensure
a correct display of the dialogues. After giving informed consent,
participants indicated their demographic background (gender, age)
and their affinity for technology interaction. Subsequently, the
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scenario was presented as shown above. On the next page, the
first dialogue screenshot was displayed. Participants then rated
the perceived competence of the chatbot and the conversational
engagement below the screenshot. The next page followed the same
structure, with the second dialogue displayed. After rating both
dialogues, participants were asked which system they preferred and
why before receiving the debriefing text with additional information
on the research goal. The online survey, including all dialogue
screenshots, are available online1.

3.3 Measures and Analysis
Wemeasured users’ perception of the auto-feedback behaviors with
two dependent variables:

Conversational Engagement: Based on [9], we measure con-
versational engagement with four items (statements on polite-
ness, conversational skills, engagement, and communication
like a human) that participants rate on a 7-point scale from
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. The conversational en-
gagement score is calculated as the average score of the four
items.
Perceived Competence: We define the perceived competence
of the chatbot as the perceived likelihood that it will perform
its task as expected. Participants rated “How likely will the
system retrieve a laptop that matches your friend’s needs?” on
a 6-point scale from “very unlikely” to “very likely”.

To gain additional insights into how participants perceived the
different auto-feedback behaviors, we asked them to indicate their
preference for a system and explain their choice in an open question.

We performed Wilcoxon’s signed rank test for pairwise compar-
ison of dependent samples to compare auto-feedback behaviors as
the data was not normally distributed. We adjusted the p-values
with the Bonferroni method to correct for repeated tests. We report
effect sizes with Cohen’s 𝑑 .

3.4 Participants
We recruited 105 participants (English native speakers, no liter-
acy difficulties, UK residents) on Prolific 2. Based on participants’
answers to the open questions, none of the responses had to be
excluded for low effort or low quality. The participants were ran-
domly assigned two distinct dialogues, resulting in three groups:
35 participants comparing NONE to ACK, 35 comparing NONE to
PARA, and 35 comparing ACK to PARA. On average, the respon-
dents (49 female, 55 male, 1 non-binary, 0 unreported) were 42.7
years old (SD = 14.5). The ANOVA did not show a significant main
effect regarding differences in age (F(1,102) = 0.197, p = 0.6604) or
gender distribution (F(1,102) = 0.314, p = 0.7316). Personal affinity
for interacting with technology might impact how a participant
perceives new technology. We therefore tested for differences in
affinity for technology interaction (nine items, see [7]) but did not
find a significant main effect (F(2,102) = 0.004, p = 0.9519) among
the three groups.

1https://git.gesis.org/papenmaa/cui23_communicatingunderstanding
2https://www.prolific.co

(a) NONE

(b) ACK

(c) PARA

Figure 1: Excerpts of the product search chatbot with (a) no
feedback of understanding, (b) generic feedback by acknowl-
edging, and (c) informative feedback of understanding by
paraphrasing. The utterances expressing understanding are
circled in orange.

3.5 Limitations
The study setup is subject to several limitations. The study relies
on a hypothetical scenario with screenshots of dialogues rather
than live interaction. Allowing users to experience the different
auto-feedback behaviors on their own inputs could impact the re-
sults. However, an interactive system introduces several biases,
e.g., through technical malfunctions or varying dialogue lengths.
Approaches using screenshots have been reported in literature for
evaluating interactive systems, e.g., conversational systems [6, 23]
or retrieval systems [19]. This study uses the same pre-recorded
dialogue across all participants. Although this avoids varying di-
alogue lengths, it reduces the generalizability of the findings. To
counteract this effect, we chose a dialogue recording that represents
generic, average needs of the population. Due to these limitations,

https://git.gesis.org/papenmaa/cui23_communicatingunderstanding
https://www.prolific.co
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the findings of this study should serve as a starting point for further
explorations rather than provide a comprehensive investigation of
auto-positive feedback types.

4 RESULTS
Concerning the level of conversational engagement (see Fig-
ure 2a), dialogues in which the chatbot communicated what it has
understood by paraphrasing (PARA) were perceived to be signifi-
cantly more engaging (moderate effect) than only acknowledging
the user input (ACK) or not giving auto-feedback to the user input
(NONE). Most comments of participants concerned the conversa-
tional skills of the system. They described PARA as more in-depth
(11 of 35 comparing PARA to ACK, 8 of 35 comparing PARA to
NONE). Participants explained the advantage of receiving a more
detailed feedback: “the decision feels more informed” and “when
you[’]re spending a lot of money on a computer you want engage-
ment”. Another suggested that it “could be really helpful for those
with less knowledge”. However, acknowledging the user input with
generic auto-feedback words such as “okay” (ACK) did not sig-
nificantly increase the conversational engagement compared to
not providing auto-feedback (NONE). Nevertheless, participants
noticed the difference between the dialogues: Several participants
who had compared NONE to ACK reported that NONE was more
“to the point”, i.e., used less superfluous words that slowed down
the conversation (11 of 35). Others explained that ACK was more
polite, seemed more human-like, friendlier, and more willing to
help (10 of 35).

To investigate the effect of different auto-feedback behaviors on
perceived competence, participants rated how likely the system
will retrieve results matching their friend’s needs. In direct compari-
son, disclosing information on what was understood (PARA) yielded
significantly higher perceived competence ratings than both the
ACK and the NONE auto-feedback behavior (small to moderate ef-
fect sizes). Some participants commented on how the paraphrasing
auto-feedback related to their feeling of being understood: “It is
reassuring that the robot [...] demonstrates understanding of the
customers needs” and “I don’t really need them to feel like they’re
talking, I just want to know that they actually understand what
I’m saying”. One participant related the auto-feedback directly to
the chances of seeing relevant products after the dialogue: “[B]y
giving more detailed feedback[,] it also gives the customer more
information on the kind of laptops they will be presented with”.
In contrast, there was no significant difference between ACK and
NONE (see Figure 2b). Out of 35 participants that had seen ACK and
NONE, only one addressed how acknowledging expresses informa-
tion about being able to handle the user’s input: “saying “right” or
“okay” [...] makes you feel that it is more likely to be able to help
you find what your looking for”.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In our experiment, PARA received significantly higher competence
and conversational engagement scores than the other two auto-
feedback behaviors. With competence being an aspect of credibil-
ity [11], this auto-feedback behavior might also positively affect
the overall credibility of the chatbot. Especially in e-commerce,
expressing competence is a desired characteristic of chatbots as it

increases not only trust in the online shop, but also the purchase in-
tentions [14]. However, as this behavior requires advanced natural
language processing, it is the most difficult to implement.

Practitioners might be inclined to implement the acknowledging
behavior (ACK) to reduce implementation effort. However, we did
not see positive effects on conversational engagement or compe-
tence between ACK and NONE. Contrarily, some users might even
prefer not to have feedback at all because generic, uninformative
feedback can feel redundant. In our use case, acknowledging with
a generic, uninformative statement could not serve as an alterna-
tive to the the more implementation-heavy rephrasing behavior.
In human-human conversations, literature has frequently found
acknowledgments such as “mhm” or “okay” being used between
interaction partners [8, 18]. However, our findings indicate that
this might not extend to human-machine conversations. This dis-
crepancy might arise because users of conversational systems do
not always know the extent of the system’s processing and sense-
making abilities. That is, a system might have to show users explicit
proof that it has received and correctly interpreted the input.

The findings provide first insights into feedback mechanisms for
grounding in product search. Grounding typically consists of sev-
eral feedback loops [2]. Future research should extend the findings
from our static hypothetical conversations and investigate interac-
tive settings with multiple interactive feedback cycles over time.
Moreover, besides rephrasing and acknowledging, other feedback
types such as summarization or repetition [1, 18, 25] are possible.
Future studies could investigate those additional feedback types or
mixtures of types, e.g., paraphrasing to prove the system’s capabili-
ties, followed by the shorter acknowledging behavior.
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